Mean time parameters for generalized physiological flow models (semihomogeneous linear systems).
This note gives expressions for recirculation mean time parameters of the disposition kinetics of particles in a semihomogeneous stationary linear system. In such a system each compartment may have an arbitrary single-pass disposition function, rather than a known parametric (usually monoexponential) one. Such systems provide a generalization of physiological flow models. Given observations of arterial blood concentrations and tissue amounts, and making the additional assumptions that (i) the fraction of total blood flow exiting each tissue that goes to each other tissue is constant and known, and (ii) the fraction of drug entering each tissue that is eliminated to the outside is constant and known, the input to each tissue can be known, and therefore both its total blood flow and its single-pass disposition function can be estimated. Recirculation mean time parameters can be computed from these estimates. Application to real thiopental data is presented as an example.